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Advances in genomic analyses enable the identification of new proteins that are associated with 

disease.1,2 To validate these targets, tool molecules are required to demonstrate that a ligand 

can have a disease-modifying effect.3,4 Currently, as tools are reported for only a fraction of 

the proteome, platforms for ligand discovery are essential to leverage insights from genomic 

analyses. Fragment screening offers an efficient approach to explore chemical space.5 The use 

of reactive fragment libraries has emerged within chemical biology as a powerful approach for 

the identification of fragment–protein interactions. Electrophilic and photoreactive fragments 

covalently modify the protein, facilitating the use of intact protein liquid chromatography-mass 

spectrometry (LC-MS) for rapid and robust screening of libraries (≈103 compounds) to identify 

binders.6 

 

These electrophilic and photoreactive fragments (reactive fragments) offer rapid assessment of 

tractability and tool generation on timescales suitable for application to the large numbers of 

targets emerging from functional genomics analyses.7,8 In this way, these platforms 

complement other binding assay approaches, such as ASMS and DELs, which are not typically 

compatible with fragments. Following hit identification, reactive fragments enable 

determination of the site of binding, providing actionable information before optimisation of 

secondary assays and crystallography. High-throughput chemistry can be leveraged to rapidly 

iterate and expand upon reactive fragment hits to explore SAR and develop series that can be 

progressed through the drug discovery pipeline to develop covalent modalities.  

Further, screening of reactive fragment collections in cells can broadly profile the potential 

tractability of the proteome. Chemoproteomic analysis can deconvolute reactive fragment-

protein interactions with site-specific information. In this way, it can be envisioned that ligands 

for previously unexplored protein targets can be identified.  
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